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NATURAL RESOURCES REPORT
In a report to President Kennedy, the National Academy

of Sciences-National Research Council has called for ‘<a
basically new cmientatim and organization>> of this mmntryrs
natural resources research and development effort to meet
the world-wide challenge of burgeoning populations and rising
aspirations.

The report to the President finds that ‘<unless there is a
sudden denial of access to world markets the United States
need fear no serious curtailment of growth bemuse of nat-
ural resources over the next few decades.

It tempers this observation, however, by saying that “un-
less in that period the emrent research emphasis is changed,
tie consequences will be serious? and warns that our present
effort in the field of natuml resources “carries the seeds of
national disappointment in opportunities lost.’,

The recommended program would mobilise the scientific
and technical skills that have contributed to “an environ.
ment of comparative plenty>, in this country to help emergimg
and underdeveloped nations, as well as domestic low-income
areas, solve the resources problems that hinder their economic
development and produce substandard levels of nutrition,
health, and education.

These major themes are emphasized in the report as guides
for future action:

“ 3. The potential capacity of science to meet the require.
ments ?f increased productivity without lasting damage to
our national endowment m great and growing steadily.

To enable the United States “to give vigorous leadership
to world efforts to meet rising needs for resources? the
Academy-Research Council re ort urges that a Central Nat.

%“Ural Resources Gr?up be esta hshed within the Federal GOV.
ernment to cwmimate an expanded program involving a
majority of the departments of the Government.

In discussing man’s tiect upon his environment, the cmn-
mittee noted that “man is altering the balance of a relatively
stable sysk’p by polluting the atmosphere and water sup-
plies, by defp@al.ion, by overgrazing grasslands, by irriga-
tion, by drammg swamps and by budding dams.

Ume ~ect~ on m- himself of the changes he has ~Owht
in the balance of great natural forces and in the new rnicro-
eminxunent whicfi he has created are but dimly perceived
and not at all well understood.”

,,In ~Dmary,,~ tie reEC,ti stited, “it is apparent that man
must concern himself mth a variety of changes in the en.
vironment, both those caused by human beings and those
reflecting man’s responses. Some are g’ood: some may be
harmful.-

‘UNWISE TO TAMPERF
“That we often do not have any clear-cut idea of their

impact on, man, or of man’s response, is cause for concern.
It would seem unwise to continue to tamper with environ.
ment without, concurrently, striving to determine the real
and last effects of our actions?’ (W. Post, 1/10)

FAS COUNCIL MEETS
The FAS Council meeting in New York on January

25-26, will be reported in February Newsletter.

DISARMAMENT
Geneva disarmament negotiation:, suspended in mid-

December, hav$ been postp?ned tmtd February 12, a sign
of the uncert+l.ntles concermng the next steps in test ban
and arms pohcles.

PRESIDENTIAL SCIENCE ADVISERS
“BELTED” BY VAN ALLEN

(Continued on page 4)
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COUNTERFORCE AND ARMS CONTROL”
JOEN PHELPS

Secretary McNamara’s now famous speech at the Uni-
versity of Michigan last June set off a wave of discussion
which is still continuing. The speech, along with two or
three subsequent interviews, seems to have raised particu-
larly the “counterforce question?’ I! s~kes me ~hat much
of the discussion has greatly overmrnphfied the Issues and
that, because of the obvious importance of these issues, the
oversimplidcation is a serious matter. I want to try to stress
here a few point-oqe point in particular-that seem to me
~~a~mportant but stall generally neglected in the discussion

It ii almost certain that McNamara was mainly trying to
explain some Administration views on independent, rela-
tively small, national m+lear forces, undmbtedly with France
in mind. He made a qmte effective case against these forces.
In the course of makmg his case, McNamara said that U.S.
strategy is now based on me .conclu?i?n that,, even in a
general nuclear war, the “prmclpal mlhtary objective . .
should be the destruction of the enemy% military forces, not
of his civilian population. ,$ He ~dd~ that cmr side. is strOng
enough @ absorb a first strike and ‘still “d&troy an enemy
society f drwen to it:’, and ,that “we are giving a possible
OPPOpentfie +~ongest ]magmable incentive to refrain from
stmkmg our cltles.”

What McNamara did not say is that the U.S. expects to
have in the years ahead a counterforce capability sufficient to
knock out all or most of the Soviet nuclear forces to a
degree, say, that would protect our own homeland from mas-
sive damage. Many people, including some Russians, a!+sume
that McNamara meant that the U.S. was actually arming
for such a capabdlty. But the point must honestly be con-
sidered to have been left unclear, either by conscious omis-
sion, or by accident, or because it was just off the subject
on thatoccasion.

The fact that manvhave read somuehmoreinto his smewh
seems to me ? resuit of ye oversimplification? of the issues.
There is a widespread view that we are gpmg to hav,e to
choose’ cleanly one of two mutually exclusme altematmes:
1) a “minimum” or “finite” deterrent which i.nvolv~~ rela-
tively small strategic forces fo~ retaliation agzunst cities, or
2) a “counterforce policy” which revolves very large forces
planned and targeted to destroy, in an at least possible first
strike, most of the enemy’s strate@c power.

Trying to avoid oversimplification, we can consider the
counterforce question in the light of some military and
political realities. A determined effort is made here to
reject solutions that do not allow f?r these reaht,les.

One reality we should probably f reluctantly postulate is
that, taking everything into account, thetiances are against
our achieving a disarmament agreement which will sub-
stantially chance the nature of the militarv confrontation in
the nexi year-or two. We may perhaps still achieve a
test-bamaeeement but, when it comes to a real disarm%
ment treaty, the positions of East and West are very far
apart and showing few signs of coming together. So our
military planning is going to continue and we should plan
as well as possible. Hopefully, we can find military policies
that tend to stability and to circumstances which facilitate
arms control. And we should take steps (which I will not
try to go into here) to make our arms control efforts more
imaginative and more serious.

COUNTERFORCE CAPABILITIES
Our military planning is probably going to have to include,

roughly, two kinds of counterforce capabilities. We ,c,an
identify these in a general way here. One kind of capablhty
is for use in geographically limited wars; such wars have
ordinarily been counterforce ~s,involving tacti+wea ens,

fand presumably one of the tbmgs we want b do 1s t?, eep
them that way. The other kind of counterforce capabd]tyis

* Ada@ed from a dismwiomb the forthcomingApril, 1963,issue of
The Journal of Arms Control (P. 0. Box 1106, Ann Arbor, Michigan).
‘TM. D,W is ci,.wk.td to FAS member,b, the FAS C.mmnitte on Arms
Oontrol and Dim.rmmmnt.Althoughthe paver is writti. by the Chair-
man of the Committee,it doesnot nwysa=ip remeaen~FAS mliw. It in
in+ded m a eo?trib.tion to mefnl dycus?wns.d, W* this smr.caein
mmd, the Corm+tta+howa to f?llow lt wth other Parers,from various
soumea,on s fmrl, remia= baas. Cc.rnrnenti,,sent M the mthor a.t the
Institutefor Defer.seAmh-sen: 16SSConnect,eutAvenue,N.W., WaSh-
in~n 9, D. O., will be amxec,ated,both for their .wbata.tine,.1., and
as a meansof k-in. the Committee in t.mch with the views of F.4S

something we might want to have at our disposal if circum-
stances ever raised, sharply and suddenly, the threat of a
major nuclear war. We might want the capability tP strike
some military targets in the U.S.S.R. These targets might
be bomber or missile bases, troop concent@.ion or training
areas, ~upply depots ports of, particular mdltary usefulness,
radar sites, or many other t.iungs.

It is most important to keep in mind the unpredictability
of ,wbat migh~ be lo?sely tenqed the escalation process by
wluch a relatively minor conillct grows into a b]gger one.
The elementary argument that we want as many steps or
alternatives as we can have short of an all-out nuclear
attack seems quite sound. Many of these steps, coming some-
where between a relatively condned conflict and an all-out
nuclear war, may take the form, essentially, of strategic
counterforce attacks.

A principal argument for some strategic counterforce caPa-
bilityis the consequences of not having this capability. (On
this point I knowingly part company with some of my col-
leagues wor!+g on arms control.) Consider the case of a
limited retahatwy force, sufmiently invulnerable but big
enough only to destroys certain number of enemy cities. It
is at least possible (though I tend to think it is little more
than possible) that active and passive defense measure? by
the Soviet Union could so reduce the probable retaliatory
destruction that the deterrent effect of the force would be
lamely nexated.

Mu~h m&e important isthequestion about the credibility
of the deterrent in t.$eiirst place. Such a limited-capability
force tends to comm!t us really to just one final “spasm”
of retaliation, planned simply to punish the Russians for
their behavior. It is hard to see how, once we have suffered
severely, WY, but not fatally from Russian aggression,, our
main. concern will be with punishing the Russ@s. TbIs is
espe.sally true ti the Russians, as they would be l+kelyto do,
have withheld some weapons for further retahabon against
our cities. The notion of a simply definable retaliatory
threshold above which all-out retaliation wcurs goes contrary
to all the reasonable guesses one can make about the way in
which escalation in the broad sense might occur, the pres-
sures on the decision-makers, the manner in which forces
might be used and withheld, and the desire to protect one’s
homeland.

While the arms race goes on then, we will probably want
to retain a substantial strategic counterforce capability. Now,
however, we come to the most important point of all: One
of the most dangerous and costly things we can do in the
long run is to proclaim and try to maintain a decisive stra-
tegic counterfqr~ capability. I use “de+ive strate$i$ coun-
terfo~ce capability” to mean the capablhty of deprwmg the
Russians, presumably in a first bii strategic strike, of the
ability to retaliate against us. This is equivalent to main-
taining a truly overwhelming strategic force, along with the
targeting information necessary to use it in a successful first
strike.

For one thing, it seems certain that we cannot, as a prac-
tical matter, maintain this decisive strategic counterforce
capability. Most or all of the number of now somewhat un-
predictable things would have to work out in our favor
(again the effect is made to be as realistic as possible):

1) The Russians will have to use limited ingenuity in
designing and deploying their own weapons. If they build
Polaris-like forces, and go for a sophisticated mix of these,
hardened ICBMS, bombers, and other possible strategic
weap+ns, it is hard to see how any strategic force the U.S.
is willing to pay for can fmd and destroy the necessary
fraction of these weapons.

2) We will have to have good active defenses. The anti-
ballistic missile problem is a tough one technically. It
has to allow for the ingenuity of the attacker in using
various countermeasures, choosing targets, and trying to
saturate the defense all, again, at a cost the taxpayers are
willing to put up. (One of my principal realities is the
American taxpayer. He has shown no signs of willingness
to face the problems and the cost of protecting himself
should deterrence, his cheap and favorite option, become
inadequate.) We must also counter the bombers coming
in, say, at low altitudes on unpredictable courses or using
standoff missiles. In thinking about the active defense
problem we have to remember-what just a few big nuclear
wmapdoo~say ten not-so-accurately placed on city targets,

(Continued on Page 3)
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(Continued from Page 2)

Z’ 3) We will have to have gocd passive defenses. This
means, probably as a minimum, a civil defense program
something like two orders of magnitude bigger than what
the U.S. public and Congress have been willing to under-
take so far. Our apathy in this area is well known. Even
assuming that we are able to protect our eople from short-
ranm eKects (with fallout and blast &Mers) and that
acti~e defenses’ can protect some targets, we fill have to
contend with the longer range Wects of heavy radioactive
contamination on our food supply, and economy.

4) The Russians will not be able to develop any radically
new weapons or delivery systems. We have so far left out
?f consideration space weapons, including high-yield bombs
m orbit, chemical and biological weapons, “suitcase]? or
tanker deliverv. and other thimm.

5) We will &e to work ou~ some political and psycho-
logical problems. The effects on our friends and allies of
obvious massive efforts to protect the U.S. homeland will
be considerable. It would scarcely be a satisfactory situ-
ation for us if the Russians chose, at their convenience, to
emphasize the vulnerability of Europe by contrast. If we
claim to be able to defend ourselves we may be forced
into claiming, without much basis in fact, that we can
defend the whole Free World as well.
In sum, all this suggests that a decisive strategic counter.

force capability is unattainable, given a number of practical
constraints,. We will not be able physically to prevent the
Russians, ti they choose in desperation to ignore the con-
sequenms to themselves, from bringing severe damage to the
United States. What M disturbw is that some advocates
of “countetiorce” imply that we can with imagination and
effort so control the weauons situation that we can. even in
the extreme situation of al-out war, crone through relatively
intact. This seems a dan erous way to maintain 8 sense of

‘?secnrity. And it certain y helps to keep us from facing
SWmlY the problems we are up against.

EFFECT 0?4 SOVIJJP UNION

There is another objection to the notion, either implicit in
our behavior or spelled out in public, that we can achieve a
decisive strategic countarforce capability. We manage largely
~ i?WOre tie .@P~t ?f such a Pohcy on the Russians and i~
longer-range Imphcatlnns for the arms race.

Some knowledm?able Americans are in effect claiming that
the arms race is-an asymmetri~, unstable 8tTair, and t&t the
instability is of a kind which m most obviously tbreatenfng
to the Russians. Deterring the Russians is one thing. But
we are occasionally telling them. that we can not only
annihilate their population, but we can also prevent them
from retaliating against us. This, in tied., compels them to
try very hard to redress the instability in their favor.

Thus the Russians may try to enhance the invulnerability
~f their weapons (which they can certainly do). But it prob-
z.bly means also that they will build more and bigger weap-
ons, and that they will try to develop radically new ones...-
just as we would if tie situation were reversed. In short,
they will hold up their end of the arms race. And, so long
M we try to maintain a decisive strategic countw-force capa.
bility, we cam be counted on to hold up ours. This rules rmt
km the foreseeable future any numerical disarmament and.
probably al-w, any significant arms control in the area of
3trategic weapons.

whatever one thinks of the Soviets’ sincerity in dis.wma-
ment negotiations, it is clear that they are not disposed to
negotiate from a position of weakness. Their time to have
ione this would have been some years ago. from a skeptical
military standpoint, we may not be able to take it for granted
thatth~y are now sincere. Yet we can not assume tlie con.
~W =tber. AVS $ontr?l progress does not depend entirely
on formal negot]atmns m Geneva, and we have many re-
ciprocal restraints in the military situation already. A wide
range of arms controls would be manifestly in the Soviet

m the. Soviet standpoin~we are slamming at least
one important door on arms control progress.

What should be done, again paying attention b the rerd-
ities of the situation? We cannot expect the U.S. (m. the
U. S.S.R.) publicly to proclaim its pemnane.nt vulnerability to
retaliation in a nuclear war. On the other hand the recent
discussions on eounterforce following fvfcNarnara>s speech
have unquestionably done some damage, and this damage will
be far harder to repair if the decisive strati “c counterforce
idea should receive any oflicial sanction. & can diicially
stress, more clearly tham we have done so far, the idea that
what military security we have lies in a credible and flexible
deterrent, and we can leave our strategic counterforce ca a-

$bilities relati.rely unspecided. We can exert some considers le
control over semi-05cial loose talk on countdorce. This is
a kind of minimum policy, but it should be practical. It is
absolutely necessary if we aim for our declared goal of a
stable military situation and enhanced arms control prospcsts
in the years ahead.

KENNEDY BACKS SHELTER PROGRAM

“NO-CITIES” WARFARE
Secretary of Defense McNamara is said to regard the

shelter program as a basic protection in ‘hm.cities,~ war-
fare. This term is Pentagonese derived from the supposition
that neither this country nor Russia wants annihilation and
the first exchange in a nwlear duel might be limited to
obliterating military targets. Thus war might be stopped
short of mass extermination of civilians. McNamara holds
this hope to be valid only if there are adequate fallout shel-
ters for civilians. Otherwise, it is estimated that fallout
alone could kill 70 to 110 million. Pentagon experts believe
that fat@ities could be held to below 20 million if shelters
are prowded ~d the ~rospect for national suryival, Mth the
economy and mstltutsons preserved would he greatly en-
hanced. (W. Post 1/9/63)

FRENCH H-BOMB TEST POSSIBLE IN ’65

French newspapers of Jan. 9 gave prominence to reports
that France may explode her first hydrogen bomb in the
Pacific within two years---ahead of her scheduled nuclear
program.

Le Monde said the advance party. of a technical and admin-
istrative mission was due to begin work on a test base at
Mangareva Island, southernmost of the French Polynesian
group in the Pacific.

The conservative Lc? Figaro recalled that Def&si Minis&l
Pierre Messmer had said last July that France was studying
the question of a Pacific nuclear test base, and added:

“The choice has been made. The base will be on hfangareva
Island.”

L’Aurore said, “France will explode her first H-bomb at
the Mangareva test base within two years-earlier than
expected.~~ (w. Post, 1/10)
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HARD FACTS SEEN AHEAD
FOR EIJROPE

The following article, reprinted in The Washington Post
(1/2/63), originally appeared in The F.eonomist:

Asked what it did in 1962, the world can reply curtly that
it survived. It will be excused if, breathing hard, it declines
to prophesy about 1963. What follows is a guess, not about
the coming year, since that is too hard, but about the likely
shape of one part of the world’s affairs a few years hence;
this more distant prospect being easier to pick out, like
mountains across a fog-filled valley, than the immediate fore-
ground. The guess is based on the assumption that the next
few years will see the emergence of ac~mmon West Euro.
pean approati to the problems of foreign policy and defense.
The Western Europe in question may be either a coalition
of soverekn states. or some kind of federation. and it mav
or may no? include ‘Britain; ,no attempt is made’ here to pz&
diet the outcome of the thmkly befogged Brussels negotia.
tions. Bnt, if the general assumption is right (of course, it
may not be) then there i$ a fai;ly safe forecast to be made.
In both mlhtary and foreign pohcy, Western Europe is going
to be forced by circumstances to learn a number of lessons
that the I.h&d States learned some time. ago.

First, the military lessons. To begin vnth, the European
delusion that nuclear independence can be achieved through
a handful of manned aircraft loaded with free-falling bombs
cannot now live much longer: the Skybolt row and the Nassau
agreement herald its defiise. -

Without Skybolt, the Europeam manned bombers simply
will not pmtide a credible basis for an independent nuclear
policy in face of the ovenvhelmmgly superior armory of the
Soviet Union. It is as if the Russian nuclear threat to the
United States consisted solely of the 200 Communist bombers
capable of crossing the Atlantic.

It can be argued that European bombers are not meant to
be used in total isolation; that their job is to let fly a first
nuclear blow, when the interests of Europe demand it, in the
belief that the far bigger American forces will be bound
to come out punching immediately afterwards. This is the
theory of the “catalytic” deterrent. But it is a strikingly
dangerous theory. It means telling the United States that
it is liable to be drawn into a nuclear war on somebody else%
cams bellii perhaps against its own best judgment. It is
hard to think of a surer way of makinng the Americans retort
that they have no intention of going bang when someone else
pulls the trigger. If the tieetiveness of a European nuclem
arm depends on its ability to drag the Americans into tbe
fray willy-nilly, it may well turn out to be wholly ineffective.
Or rather, its effect may be b thrust the two halves of the
alliance further apart.

Maybe, if the Europeans really are bent on nuclear inde.
pendence, they will go ahead and build the fairly sizable
armory necessary for true self-sufficiency. The Europeans
would thus learn for themselves the first military lesson
already, grasped by the American*that real nucle~r power
as d]stmct from the mere token display of it, is hidecmsly
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expe?si~e. And this fist lesson would m headlong into the
~Plm@ns of the second lesson, whl+ i? tha~ nuclear power
alone m not enough. Sooner or later It m going to dawn on ~
the Europeans, as it dawned on most American strategists
some years ago, that there is simply no substitute for bigger .-.
conventional armies for warding off the kind of minor attack
that Dlainly does not call for blowkw the world UD.

Fr~m th&e two military lessons ‘tiere ought ~lso to flow
a political one. This is that a limited amount of rearmament,
such as Europe m pretty well bound to undertake, m not
necessarily incompatible with (and perhaps is even a useful
preparation for) the business of keeping cm civil terms with
the Soviet Union. In his first two years in office President
Kennedy has rearmed to the extent of several hundred addi.
tiopal missiles and an extra qmrter of a million men in
utuform. And yet he has simultaneously kept the flow of
ideas and information moving briskly between Moscow and
Washington—far more briskly than Mr. Eisenhower did—
and even, in one or two matters, worked out a rough under.
standing with Mr. Khrushchev: If the European allies now
follow his example in furbishing their arms but only the

inon-nuclear sort, one hopes) they slfould also O11OWhis ex-
ample in taking steps to lessen the chance that the arms
will have to be used.

PRESIDENTIAL SCIENCE ADVISERS
“BELTED’> BY VAN ALLEN

(Continued from Page 1)

dence, as he believed, to the contrary. He further charged
that the present results from several satellites now in orbit
indicate that the Government’s earlier statement (that the in-
duced high intensity radiation belt would last for tkn years)
was “hasty” and “ill-considered.” He predicted that most of
the artificial belt would not be detectable by mid 1963 and that
the remnants would last no longer than a few years. War.
wicks’ results, based on radio measurements from ground
stations in Hawaii and the Philippines, agree with Van
Allen’s. (Wamvick further concluded that the blast did cause r-..,
some interference with radio astronomy but that it affected ~~
only a limited number of observatories at or near the
equator. )

Prior to the high altitude tests a panel of experts called
together by the President in answer to world-wide anxiety
and critic>sm had concluded that there would be no long
term effects. Afte~ the test, the results from TeIstar and Injun
showed that the mtens]ty of the trapped radiation was con.
slderably m excess of what had been predicted. The initial
public announcement based on results (from Tektar indicated
that the artificial belt might last for many years. Van Allen’s
present studies indicate a possibly more rapid dissipation—
i.e., the belt. will last no longer than a few years. Based
on this assessment it seems that the Government’s “ill-
-advised” and “hasty” report may not have been too far from
the mark.
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